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The selection of an appropriate strategy is critical for a university’s success, and 
each university needs to capitalize on its own specialties and competencies for a 
competitive advantage. Strategy creation and planning in universities is generally a 
collective effort which relies on consensus.   It is a complex process involving the setting 
of objectives and goals to achieve the strategic vision, and an analysis tool for evaluating 
and comparing different options and prioritizing objectives and goals is required. A high 
deductive capacity is necessary for aggregating the different trade-offs while prioritizing, 
which is challenging for a human mind. 
This thesis demonstrates the use of the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) as a 
structured approach to such decision making, which allows trade-offs to be considered in 
a systematic manner.   The process has been used to get feedback from the Strategic 
Planning Committee and from the Committee of Department Chairs about the University 
of Missouri-Rolla’s Strategic Plan. The research demonstrates the use of AHP as a 
decision making tool for ranking the Strategic Plan’s objectives and goals. It also 
illustrates the suitability of AHP for use in group settings where individual judgments can 
be aggregated. 
This research shows that AHP is a useful group decision making tool which uses 
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1.1. BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE OF PROBLEM  
In this competitive world, companies are trying to concentrate on businesses 
where they can create sustainable value by applying core competencies to achieve 
competitive advantage (Hamel and Prahalad, 1990).  Similarly, each university has its 
own specialties and competencies.  The universities should try to identify their core 
competencies and develop them to create a competitive advantage, and not just blindly 
follow a “me too” strategy.  What works for one university may not work for others.  
Each university should rather have its own specific strategy.   
 
1.2. RESEARCH PURPOSE  
From the literature survey it was found that there is information available for 
strategy planning in many management related books.  However this information is 
generic in nature, primarily for industrial or commercial application (Davenport et al. 
1954; Lasserre, 2003; David, 2001; Miller et al., 2000; Wheelen and Hunger, 1998; 
Hussey, 1998, Miller and Dess, 1996; Ziegenfuss, 2006; Kerzner, 1997; Rea and Kerzner, 
1997; Haines, 1995). The information available in the non-industry setting is mostly 
related to public or non-profit organizations other than educational institutions (Koteen, 
1997; Oster, 1995; Bryson, 1995; Allison and Kaye, 2005; Poister, 2004). There is lack 
of information regarding university specific planning.  The university-specific strategic 
planning literature, available on websites of different universities, mostly describes the 
initial stages of the strategy planning process, i.e., the setting up of a strategic vision, 
objectives and goals for achieving it.   
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The later stages of strategy planning as described by Thompson et al. (2005) 
involve the consideration of various factors of an organization’s internal environment as 
well as its academic external environment.  Because the process starts becoming 
complex, an analysis tool is needed for evaluating and comparing different options.  
White (1987) has done a study on the use of different analytical tools in the academic 
area for resource allocation, scheduling, financial planning, and faculty evaluation.  Most 
of these tools have a quantitative orientation and cannot be effectively applied to the 
decision making involved in strategy planning.  However, the Analytical Hierarchy 
Process (AHP) can be used for such decision making.  Many decisions in the academic 
setting are made by committees, in which different viewpoints are considered with a goal 
of reaching consensus.   AHP can enhance this consensual decision making. 
AHP can be a useful tool in the academic setting in faculty selection (Grandzol, 
2005), faculty evaluation (Tummala and Sanchez, 1988), scenario construction in higher 
education (Saaty and Rogers, 1976), academic budgeting (Arbel, 1983), MBA curriculum 
design (Hope and Sharpe, 1989), and Doctoral program selection (Tadisina and Bhasin, 
1989).   It can also be used for strategic planning which will be demonstrated in the 
following case study.  
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1. PREVIOUS STUDIES AND FINDINGS 
Hahn (2002) has stressed the need for a structured approach to decision making 
which allows trade-offs after all perspectives are considered.  Multi-criterion methods 
such as scoring models, preference based methods, outranking methods, goal 
programming, and analytical hierarchy process are effective in this scenario.  Grandzol 
(2005) observes that, when scales for decision making are not consistent (units differ) 
making decisions based on multi-criteria becomes complex and risky.  Saaty (1994) 
suggests the use of a model that is not overtly complex, legitimately aggregates across 
scales and addresses consistency in judgments from multiple participants.  Most of the 
multi-criterion methods require high deductive capacity, and a human mind would find it 
challenging to take into consideration the different trade-offs between the various 
criterions under different circumstances.   
The scoring methods are the simplest and easiest to follow, but they rely on 
absolute ranking. The decision making then tends to rely on ad hoc procedure with little 
theoretical foundation to support it (Mollaghasemi and Pet-Edwards, 1997).  Goal 
programming is a form of linear programming, in which there are multiple, possibly 
conflicting, objectives (Lee, 1972).  However it is difficult in goal programming to make 
a decision which involves qualitative factors.  Goal programming’s ability to produce 
solutions that are Pareto efficient is also debated.  The preference based methods rely on 
applying utility theory principles.  Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT) is a structured 
methodology designed to handle the tradeoffs among multiple objectives (Keeney and 
Raiffa, 1976).  The main drawback of MAUT is its abstract nature. Individuals have to be 
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consistent in their judgments.  This consistency is difficult to maintain in the real world.  
It is more practical to try to contain this inconsistency within reasonable limits, rather 
than to eliminate it completely for a truer representation of the actual decision.   
A decision model which is not overtly complex and uses simple human judgment 
to make the decisions is thus needed. AHP is such a tool which breaks down a problem 
into smaller parts which can be easily handled by a human mind. 
2.2. THE ANALYTICAL HIERARCHY PROCESS 
AHP, a tool developed by Thomas Saaty (1994) in the 1970s, uses the human 
ability to make sound judgments about small problems where there is relatively little 
aggregation of different factors to be considered.  Grandzol (2005, 2) mentions 
“Desirable characteristics of such an approach include simplicity, usefulness for both 
individuals and groups, accommodative of intuition, compromise, and consensus 
building, and without prejudice toward specialized skills or knowledge”.  
2.2.1. Basic characteristics.  AHP is a tool which combines the quantitative and 
qualitative analysis.  It breaks down the problem into small sub-problems. This is 
achieved by creating various criteria and sub-criteria which can be used to compare the 
different solutions to a problem. These criteria and sub criteria are setup in a hierarchical 
scheme so that they are easier to comprehend and compare at a lower level.  The 
comparisons can be performed by using meaningful numbers having ratio properties.  
The ratios can be used to generate weights or priorities that reflect the relative importance 
of the decision criterions.  The comparisons can be made against an absolute scale or 
against one another.  This comparison is conducted by the expert judges or by using the 
available statistical data.   This is where the qualitative aspect of the process comes into 
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play.  Saaty (1994) recommended a scale of 1 through 9, with 1 meaning equal 
importance of one criterion to other criterion, while 9 meaning extremely important.  
Only half the comparisons have to be made, with the remaining half obtained by using 
the reciprocal values in the matrix.  The pairwise comparison establishes local priorities 
in these sub-clusters which are then used to construct a global priority matrix. Software 
programs such as Expert Choice are available for calculating the eigen values and the 
normalized matrix required for the AHP method. But it is relatively simple to perform 
these calculations using excel spreadsheets so long as certain conditions are met.  
2.2.2. Consistency check.  Another key aspect of the AHP process is consistency 
check of the judgments or comparisons.  There is a possibility that the participants may 
be uncertain or make poor judgments during the process since the evaluation process can 
be exhausting.  These redundant checks involve calculation of consistency ratios (CR).   
An example of checking consistency is as follows: if criterions 1 and 2 are equally 
important, then they should maintain identical ratios with other criterions.  When this 
does not happen, inconsistencies in the judgments are obvious.  Saaty (1984) suggested 
that these inconsistencies are tolerable if they are of a lower magnitude (10%) than the 
actual measurements.   
2.2.3. Three modes of AHP.  Another prominent issue is ‘rank reversal’, i.e., the 
reordering of alternatives with the addition of new alternatives (Harker and Vargas, 1987; 
Dyer, 1990).  To resolve this issue, Saaty defined three different modes of AHP: 
distributive and ideal modes in the relative measurement (pairwise comparison) approach 
and an absolute measurement approach.  The distributive mode is useful in cases where 
there is interest in obtaining the degree of difference among the alternatives.  In the 
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distributive mode, the local priorities at any level of the hierarchy sum to one. Saaty 
(1994, 130) mentions, “The ideal mode is used to obtain the single best alternative 
regardless of what other alternatives there are”.  
2.2.4. Applications of AHP.  The AHP process has been used for strategic 
evaluation of emerging technologies (Gerdsri, 2005) and selection of R&D projects 
(Meade and Presley, 2002).  In both evaluation and selection there is considerable 
uncertainty about the future, and little statistical data is available.  The ultimate goal is to 
meet the strategic objective of the company.  It can be said that these cases are similar to 
the problem at hand: deciding the strategy for achieving the strategic objective.  AHP has 
also been used in various other scenarios. 
Ananda and Herath (2003) demonstrate the application of AHP incorporating 
stakeholder preferences in the complex task of forest planning.   Bevilacqua and Braglia 
(2000) described applying the AHP to select the best maintenance strategy.  Chan (2002) 
detailed the development of a material handling equipment selection system involving 
AHP.  AHP has also been used in combination with other tools.  Kengpol and O’Brien 
(2001) suggested a decision support tool that includes a data structure to monitor the 
effectiveness of a decision, through the use of AHP, cost-benefit analysis, and statistical 
analyses.  Davidson and Labib (2003) used AHP in design improvement by integrating it 
with Failure Mode Effect Analysis (FMEA).  Rong et al. (2003) used AHP in 
combination with fuzzy set theory for enterprise waste evaluation problem.   
Due to its relative simplicity, AHP has been used in numerous applications with 
consistent results.  However, the literature survey conducted did not reveal that it has 
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been used in the area of strategy planning related to universities.  The case study attempts 
to demonstrate a process which can be helpful in strategic planning.   
2.2.5. Measuring consistency of judgments.  It is important in a decision making 
problem that the judgments are consistent, and not random. However in real life 
situations it is difficult to achieve perfect consistency in the decisions that we make. The 
inconsistencies may occur due to change in circumstances when the different 
comparisons are being made. As long as there is coherence in the decision making 
process in general, a limited amount of inconsistency may be tolerated.   
An important advantage of AHP is that it can accommodate this inconsistency, 
but still keep a check on it to achieve coherence by using the consistency ratio (CR) for 
each comparison matrix. Deviation from consistency can be calculated by using the 
formula CI = (λmax-n) / (n-1), where λmax is the largest principal eigenvalue, n is the 
number of elements being compared, and CI is consistency index. The consistency index 
of a randomly generated reciprocal matrix from the scale 1 to 9 is called Random Index 
(RI). Saaty (1994) generated an average RI for matrices up to an order of 15 with a 
sample size of 500. Table 2.1 gives the number of elements in a matrix and the average 
RI for those matrices. The comparison of CI to RI yields the Consistency Ratio (CR).   





Table 2.1.  Random Index (source: Saaty, 1994) 
Number of elements 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 




2.3. AHP AND GROUP DECISION MAKING 
As mentioned earlier, AHP provides an opportunity for decision makers to discuss 
the problem at hand, encouraging consensual decision making.  Interest in the 
combination of AHP and Group Decision Making has increased over the years (Bryson, 
1996; Condon et al., 2003; Iz and Gardiner, 1993; Moreno-Jimenez et al., 2005; Saaty, 
1989).  Escobar and Moreno-Jimenez (2007) have summarized the various ways in which 
a group valuation can be obtained (Aczel and Saaty, 1983; Dyer and Forman, 1992; 
Forman and Peniwati, 1998; Ramanathan and Ganesh, 1994; Saaty, 1994; Van der 
Honert, 2001; Van der Honert and Lootsma, 1997).  The most common of these are 
consensus between actors, compromise or voting when consensus cannot be reached, 
aggregation of individual judgments (AIJ), aggregation of individual priorities (AIP), and 
consideration of internal judgments. 
2.3.1. Aggregation methods.  Among the aggregation methods, AIP and AIJ are 
the most commonly used (Escobar and Moreno-Jimenez, 2007).    
Suppose at a particular hierarchy level there are n alternatives (Ai, i = 1,…, n) and 
r decision makers (Dk, k = 1,…, r). Let A[k] be the judgment matrix formed by the k-th 
decision maker when comparing “n” elements 
 
                          A[k] = (aij[k])                                                                                  (1) 
where aij represents the strength of element “i” when compared to element “j” and (aij) 





Let βk be the weight of that k-th decision maker (k = 1,…., r), such that  
 





k 1 β                                                                           (2) 
 
In AIJ, the group judgment matrix is denoted by   
 
                        A[G] = (aij[G])                                                                                   (3) 
 
This (aij[G]) is created by aggregating individual judgments using the formula 
 
                       aij[G] =∏ =rk kij ka1 ][ )( β                                                                 (4) 
 
The priority vector wG/AIJ is then obtained from this aggregated matrix by using 
one of the prioritization methods.   
In AIP, the priority vector is obtained from each decision maker wk and priority 
vectors are then aggregated to obtain the group priority vector 
 
                       wi[G/A/P] =∏ =rk ki kw1 ][ )( β , i = 1,…. ,n                                       (5) 
 
2.3.2. Prioritization methods.  Priority derivation in AHP is a much debated 
issue (Barzilai et al., 1987).  There are several derivation methods which can be divided 
into two groups (Golany and Kress, 1993): the eigenvalue approach (Saaty, 1994, 
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Johnson et al., 1979) and the approach which minimizes the distance between the user-
defined matrix and the nearest consistent matrix (Crawford and Williams, 1985; Jensen 
1984; Chu et al., 1979, Blankmeyer 1987, Cook and Kress, 1988).   
Each side believes their method to be the best.  Saaty and Vargas (1984), and 
Harker and Vargas (1987) support the eigenvalue method, while Barzilai (1987), Barzilai 
et al. (1987), and Barzilai and Golany (1990) support the other.  However, experimental 
studies done by Budescu et al. (1986) and Golany and Kress (1993) show that each 
method is best for at least one criterion.   
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3. CASE STUDY: RANKING OF OBJECTIVES AND GOALS OF UMR’S 
STRATEGIC PLAN 
3.1. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND BACKGROUND 
The University of Missouri-Rolla (UMR) was founded in 1870 as Missouri 
School of Mines and Metallurgy.  In 1964, in recognition of the expansion of the 
University of Missouri to four campuses, the name of the campus was changed to the 
University of Missouri at Rolla and was altered shortly thereafter to become University 
of Missouri-Rolla or UMR.  
UMR has engaged in a strategic planning process since 1992 involving broad 
constituencies.  During this period the plan has evolved into a working document that is 
reviewed and updated annually.  Currently the vision of UMR is “to become a top-five 
national technological research university by 2011.”  As part of this undertaking, a 19-
person Strategic Planning Committee comprised of faculty, staff, students, and 
administrators has carefully developed four strategic objectives and 15 goals with 
measurements and progress indicators for each objective. A layout of the strategic plan 
with the objectives and goals is shown in Figure 3.1. This plan spans a period of four 
years and will require decisions pertaining to resource allocation and reallocation. 
Considering the possible future decisions required and the time span of the Strategic Plan 
it would be valuable to understand the perceived contribution of the different objectives 
and goals which have been established to realize the UMR vision for 2011. This kind of 
evaluation would also be used as an introspective study to understand the collective 
views of each of the panels for consideration by the campus administration on the 




Figure 3.1. Layout of strategic plan 
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3.2. METHODOLOGY: USING AHP TO PRIORITIZE 
  Using the AHP approach in combination with group decision making, the 
purpose of this methodology was to prioritize the different objectives and goals of the 
UMR Strategic Plan.  The steps undertaken for this research exercise were as follows: 
1. Development of a hierarchical model which would illustrate the different stages in 
the strategic plan, 
2. Selection of panel members by top management, 
3. Development of a questionnaire to enable systematic comparisons , 
4. Pretesting of the questionnaire for validity and reliability, 
5. Administration of questionnaire to panel members and selection of collection 
method for the completed questionnaires, 
6. Preparation of a format for data analysis and calculations, 
7. Consideration of data inconsistencies, 
8. Presentation of analysis to the panel members, and 
9. Repetition of exercise from step 5 after holding a discussion with the panel 
members to explain the analyzed data. 
1) Model Development: The basic method followed by AHP is to break down a 
problem into smaller and smaller components and then guide the decision maker through 
a series of pairwise comparisons to obtain the relative priorities of the elements in the 
hierarchy. AHP begins with the formation of a hierarchical structure. In the case study 
under consideration, the hierarchy structure was already established.  The vision of UMR 
is to be one of the top-five technology research university by 2011.  To achieve this, four 
objectives have been set.  To meet each objective, specific goals have been created.  The 
purpose of this research exercise was to perform relative comparisons between these 
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objectives and goals to see which would have more impact in reaching the vision.  The 
hierarchy structure has three levels: 
Level 1: The Vision 
UMR: a top-five technological research university by 2011 
Level 2: Objectives  
Objective 1: Enrich student experience 
Objective 2: Broaden the academic portfolio and increase enrollment 
Objective 3: Expand and evaluate research performance and reputation 
Objective 4: Identify opportunities and secure resources from external 
constituencies 
Level 3: Goals  
Specific goals have been set for each objective.  For example, for the objective “Enrich 
the student experience,” there are three goals: 
- Develop an institutional culture of continuous improvement and regularly assess the 
student outcomes 
- Expand and increase the quality of the resources and facilities focused on teaching, 
learning, and the student experience 
- Engage at least 90% of the undergraduate student body in one or more learning 
experiences beyond those in the traditional classroom setting during their academic 
career by 2011 
2) Panel selection:  The top management decided that it was interested in obtaining the 
views of two different campus groups: 
Panel 1: Strategic Planning Committee (SPC) 
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 This committee comprising of faculty, staff, students, and administrators is an ad-
hoc committee created to review and modify the strategic plan of UMR. 
Panel 2: Committee of Department Chairs (CDC) 
 This committee comprised of the chairs of the academic departments serves as a 
policy advisory committee to the campus administration. The views of CDC gain more 
importance, considering the fact that the UMR administration eliminated academic deans 
at the end of 2006-2007 academic year. 
3) Development of questionnaire/comparison tables:  The aim of the questionnaire 
was to establish the relative priorities of the elements at each hierarchical level. The 
relative priorities of the goals and objectives were to be obtained by pairwise 
comparisons.  The relative pairwise comparisons were done by using the 1-9 scale 
recommended by Saaty (1994),  illustrated in Table 3.1, with 1 representing no difference 
between the two components and 9 representing overwhelming dominance of the 
component under consideration (row component in the matrix) over the comparison 










1 Equal importance Both elements contribute equally to the property 
(vision) 
3 Weak importance Experience and judgment slightly favor one 
element over another 
5 Essential 
importance 
Experience and judgment slightly favor one 
element over another 
7 Demonstrated 
importance 
An element is strongly favored and its dominance 
is demonstrated in practice 
9 Absolute 
importance 
The evidence favoring one element over another is 






Instead of having a typical questionnaire with a list of questions, comparison 
tables were used. The comparison tables’ questionnaire consisted of comparing each 
element against other elements at the same hierarchy level with respect to a parent 
element. The pairwise comparisons made were between the four objectives under the 
vision, and the goals under each objective. 
These pairwise comparisons established the importance of one element over 
another. In this case, the objectives were compared to each other in relation to the effect 
that they would have on realizing the vision, which forms the parent element. Similarly, 
the goals under a particular objective were compared to each other, as well as in relation 
to the effect that they would have on realizing the parent objective. Table 3.2 
demonstrates the priority/impact of the four objectives on affecting the vision. 
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Table 3.2. Comparison Table for Objectives under Vision 
Vision Objective 1 Objective 2 Objective 3 Objective 4 
Objective 1 1    
Objective 2  1   
Objective 3   1  






The questionnaire itself consisted of three sections. The first section solicited 
certain basic information about the research exercise. The second section gave detailed 
instructions for filling out the comparison tables and an example to facilitate 
understanding. The third section contained the actual ranking sheet which was used for 
the comparisons. A sample copy of the questionnaire in its entirety is included in the 
Appendix A. 
4) Pretesting the questionnaire:  It was critical that the committee members accurately 
understood the ranking method and the scale to be used. This clarity would ensure that 
the ranking members’ views were being accurately reflected in the rankings. 
Questionnaire pretesting involved members from both panels. The pilot test showed that 
more clarity was needed in the instructions. An example with diagrams was added to the 
questionnaire to make the instructions more lucid. The points to be used in the scale were 
also modified to make the ranking system easier to use. 
5) Data collection: The data collection method had to be easy to understand and 
implement while ensuring confidentiality. It could not be a time consuming elaborative 
process, taking into consideration the busy schedule of the committee members. It was 
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determined that an online survey method would add to the complexity of the ranking 
method. Hence, an in-person collection method was deemed to be practical and easy to 
implement, given the relatively small sample size. 
Round 1: A memo was sent by the Provost requesting the cooperation of the 
members of both the committees. The memo included a brief description of the research 
exercise’s purpose and timeline. This memo was followed by the questionnaire which 
was sent out to the panel members through email. Timely reminders were sent through 
the appropriate channels to keep the research exercise on schedule. A copy of the memos 
is included in the Appendix A. The members would drop their completed questionnaire 
into the collection box similar to election ballot boxes (one for each panel), for purposes 
of maintaining anonymity. 
Round 2: Round 1 member input had high inconsistency ratios, so the rankings 
calculated were not an accurate reflection of the group. It was found that some members 
found the instructions confusing which might have led to the high number of 
inconsistencies. For the second round, an in-person interview was conducted with the 
panel member in order to ensure that the perceived rankings given accurately reflected 
the priority of the objectives and goals. Data entry in the Excel spreadsheet was done on 
the spot to ensure that all the rankings were within the allowable consistency limits. 
Sample copies of revised rankings sheets and the emails for the second round are 
included in the Appendix C. 
6) Format of data analysis and calculations: The pairwise comparison ratios were 
collected from the panel members using the ranking tables in the questionnaire. These 
ratios had to be aggregated and were used for prioritizing the objectives and goals. 
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Commercially available softwares like Expert Choice make the use of AHP easy. 
However such software is used in cases where a unique option is to be chosen among 
various options based on different criterions and sub-criterions. In this particular research 
exercise the aim was not to choose a single option, but to rank the elements (objectives 
and goals) and obtain the relative weights in their hierarchical level. Microsoft Excel was 
selected for use for data aggregation and data analysis because of its easy user interface 
and its ability to generate charts and graphs for data analysis. An Excel spreadsheet was 
created which would, after taking the inputs of the relative pairwise ratios, calculate the 
priority vectors for each hierarchical group, i.e., objectives under the vision and the goals 
under each objective for each panel member. It was decided that the eigen vector method 
would be used to calculate the priority vectors.  These vectors were obtained by 
raising the pairwise matrix to powers that were successively squared each time.  
The row sums were then calculated and normalized.  This was stopped once the 
difference between the sums in two consecutive calculations was smaller than a 
pre-described value. 
The internal consistency level of the judgments made by the panel member for 
each hierarchical group was also calculated. The Excel spreadsheet generated the relative 
rankings and the weights associated with them for each group, i.e., objectives under the 
vision and the goals under each objective for each panel. The results revealed each panel 
member’s perception of the relative importance of each objective and the goals under it 
affecting the vision. 
These priority vectors expressing the individual judgments of the panel members 
were then combined to calculate the group decision. The AIP method was used for 
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aggregating. In the example of the Strategic Planning Committee, there were 12 members 
on the panel for the first round, k = 12.  In the first comparison table, the UMR vision is 
the parent element of the four objectives being compared. 
 
                       V[k] = vij[k], k = 1,…., 12 and i,j = 1,2,3,4                                       (6) 
 
The priority vectors of visions were constructed from the vision matrices of the 
decision makers.  
                        v[k] = (v1[k], v2[k], v3[k],v4[k]) for k = 1,…., 12                                  (7) 
 
The priority vectors from the decision makers were then aggregated to form the 
group priority vector.  
 
                      vi[G] = ∏ =121 ][ )(k ki kv β  for k = 1,…. ,12 and i = 1,2,3,4                
(8) 
 





k 1 β ). In 
this research exercise, it was decided that all the decision makers were determined to be 
of equal importance. 
                       vi[G] = ( ) 12/1121 ][∏ =k kiv  for k = 1,…. ,12 and i = 1,2,3,4             
(9)   
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The same procedure was followed for obtaining the priority vectors for the group 
of goals under each objective. Once the group eigen vectors were obtained the relative 
importance of each goal and objective could be determined.  In a way, these eigen vectors 
show how much each goal and objective is collectively perceived as impacting the vision.  
Still, the eigen vectors only demonstrated the priority of a goal in a particular objective.  
Each objective also had a priority level.  So, the importance value of a goal was 
determined by comparing the goals at the global level. 
The composite weights for the global level were obtained by multiplying the 
relative normalized weight of each goal by the normalized weight of the corresponding 
objective. But the number of goals under the objectives varied. To counter this problem, 
the group with fewer goals under an objective was multiplied by a reducing factor. The 
maximum number of goals in an objective was five. Assuming five as a standard, the 
goals in the group with three goals were multiplied by a factor of ‘3/5’, while the goals in 
the group with four goals were multiplied by a factor of ‘4/5’. After this reduction in 
values, the goals were normalized so that the sum of all the weights of the goals at the 
global level would be unity. 
Importance value =  
(relative priority of objective) X (relative priority of goal) X (reduction factor)           (10) 
These importance values helped illustrate which goals should be given more 
importance in realizing the vision. They would help decisions of allocation and 
reallocation of resources based on the criticality of the goal.   
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7) Check data for inconsistency: Inconsistency is bound to exist in real life (e.g. if 
Team A is more powerful than Team B by 3 times and Team B is more powerful than 
Team C by 3 times, it does not necessarily follow that Team A is more powerful than 
Team C by 9 times. It can be 7 times more powerful or 12 times more powerful). AHP is 
a decision tool which can accommodate inconsistencies and keep a check on them from 
exceeding certain limits. However if the consistency is not within limits, the overall 
rankings will not reflect the intended prioritization. A consistency check was done for all 
matrices. 
8) Presenting the rankings to each of the committees:  The research exercise 
prioritized the objectives and goals of the Strategic Plan and established the relative 
importance of the goals to each other. But the underlying intention of this research 
exercise of using AHP was to assist the strategic making process. Results of the first 
round of rankings were used to stimulate a discussion about the appropriateness of the 
rankings. Within each group a variation in the perceived rankings existed. The discussion 
gave the panel members an opportunity to express their individual views about why 
certain objectives and goals should be given preference. 
9) Second round of rankings (repetition of steps 5 to step 8): The first round of 
rankings encouraged the panel members to do an introspective study about the different 
objectives along with their respective goals and their ability to help realize the vision. 
The first round results and the discussion following it made the panel members aware of 
each other’s different understandings of the objectives and goals and the effects thereof.  
The first round of ranking also made both panels aware of the AHP process in detail, 
which made the second round of comparative study easier and more effective. With 
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lessons learned from the first round of rankings, modifications were made to the ranking 
process and data collection method.   The second round rankings gave the panel members 
an opportunity to modify their initial rankings based on the information gained during the 
discussion of first round results. 
3.3. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
The major objectives of this research exercise were as follows: 
– To determine the weights of the four objectives related to achieving the UMR 
vision, 
– To use the weights to determine the rankings of the objectives and give the 
campus administration an idea of the committees’ perceptions regarding which 
objectives were considered more important for realizing the vision, 
– To determine the weights of the goals under each objective, 
– To use the weights to determine the ranks of the goals and give the campus 
administration an idea of each committees’ perceptions regarding which goals 
were considered more important for realizing the vision, and 
– To study the differences in perception among the two committees about the 
relative importance of the objectives and goals. 
This section describes the calculations used to find the perceived rankings of the 
Strategic Plan’s objectives and goals from the individuals’ point of view. Later 
calculations illustrate the method used to aggregate these individual rankings to find the 
group’s collective view. Following aggregation, a more detailed study of the rankings 
was conducted to understand the variation in the members’ views.  
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3.3.1. Round 1 calculations.  This section describes the calculations performed to 
obtain the relative rankings from the first round of survey. The survey was distributed to 
the Committee of Department Chairs (CDC) which had 23 members and to the Strategic 
Planning Committee (SPC) which had 22 members. For the first round, 12 members from 
each committee gave their responses (rankings).  
3.3.1.1. Calculations for individuals.  The input of rankings from each 
individual was entered into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. A sample copy of the data 
entry sheet is shown in Figure 3.2. A consistency check was also performed by 
calculating the consistency ratio to verify whether the individual’s perceived rankings 
were being accurately reflected in the priority vectors. Based on this input, the excel sheet 
calculated the priority vectors for all the groups, i.e., objectives under visions and goals 
under each objective, using the eigen vector method described in Section 3.2. The eigen 
vector method was used to rank the objectives under vision and goals under their 
respective objectives. The weights corresponding to each element in the priority vector 
demonstrated its level of importance within that group. A sample of these summarized 
results showing the ranks of the objectives and goals with their corresponding weights is 



















The weight distribution of the objectives under vision and goals under objectives 











Results in Figure 3.4 demonstrate the priorities at only the local levels. The goals 
cannot be compared to one another across objectives using these values. For that 
comparison, the composite weight was obtained for a goal by multiplying the normalized 
weight of the goal by the normalized weight of its respective parent objective after taking 
into consideration the reduction factor described in Section 3.2.  The results of these 
composite weights for the goals are shown in Figure 3.5. Based on these composite 











A sample copy of distribution of weights of all the goals at the global level is 









3.3.1.2 Calculations for groups.  The priority vectors obtained from the input of 
individuals’ rankings were then aggregated using the AIP method to obtain the group 
rankings. In the AIP method the geometric means were used to calculate the group 
priority vectors. The individual priority vectors and the aggregated priority vectors are 
shown in the calculation sheets that can be found in the Appendix B. From the group 
priority vector, the rankings and the corresponding weights were obtained by using the 
eigen vector method used before for prioritizing the objectives and goals. 
Strategic Planning Committee: The local priorities were gathered to compare 
the objectives under vision and the goals within their respective objectives. The rankings 









The standard deviation was calculated for all elements to examine the variations 
in the responses given by members. Figure 3.8 shows the weights given to the objectives 
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by members of the Strategic Planning Committee. The standard deviation for objectives 








































The maximum standard deviation is (0.191) for Objective 4. However, the 
standard deviation for all objectives is almost the same. This means that there are 
differences of opinions among the committee members at almost the same level for all 
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objectives. Figures 3.10, 3.11, 3.12., and 3.13 show the weights given by members of the 
Strategic Planning Committee to the goals under Objectives 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. 





















































































































































From the weights and the standard deviation figures it can be seen that Goal 1.1. 
has the highest standard deviation (0.309). This can be verified by the fact that five 
members gave the weight above 50%, while 5 members gave weight of less than 10% 
(Figure 3.10).  A similar relation can be shown for Goal 4.1, which also has a high 
standard deviation (0.291). Goal 2.1 had the lowest standard deviation (0.091), indicating 
that most of the members agreed on the relative weight given to this particular goal. This 
is also verified in Figure 3.14, where it can be seen that the weights cluster together in the 
range of 0.1 to 0.2. 
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To compare goals across objectives the composite weights were obtained by the 
method explained in Section 3.3.1.1. The rankings and the associated weights are shown 
in Figure 3.15. Goal 3.1, “Expand and increase the resources, facilities, and personnel 
focuses on the research mission of university by FY 2011,” gained the highest weight 
approximately 10%. Goals 3.3, 2.4 and 4.1 were relatively close to each other with 











An important aspect of AHP is its ability to accommodate inconsistency and 
cross-check. The consistency ratios (CR) are used to measure the extent to which the 
rankings are inconsistent.  A high inconsistency ratio signifies that rankings do not 
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accurately reflect the perceived rankings of the members. The inconsistency is to be kept 
within limits. Saaty (1984d) asserted that a consistency ratio less than 10% is acceptable. 
The consistency ratios were calculated for all members of the Strategic Planning 











Thirteen out of the sixty matrices have high consistency ratios, while four of the 
ratios may be acceptable. Considering the high CRs, it may be presumptuous to accept 
the weights and the rankings as an exact and accurate reflection of SPC’s perceived 
views. Therefore, the second round rankings become more critical because their CRs are 
within limits.  
Committee of Department Chairs: Local priorities were calculated for the 
Committee of Department Chairs via the same procedures used for the Strategic Planning 
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Committee. The ranking of the objectives and their respective goals along with the 










The standard deviation was calculated for all elements to examine the variations 
in members’ responses. Figure 3.18 shows the weights given by members of the 
Committee of Department Chairs. The standard deviation for objectives is shown in 







































Figure 3.19. Standard deviation for responses on objectives - CDC 
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It can be seen that the standard deviation values of all the objectives are close to 
each other, indicating the degree of difference of opinion among the committee members 
about the amount of importance given to the objectives.  
Figures 3.20, 3.21, 3.22, and 3.23 show the weights given by members of the 
Committee of Department Chairs to the goals under each objective. The standard 













































































































































Figure 3.24.  Standard deviation for responses on goals - CDC 
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From the weights and the standard deviation figures it can be seen that the overall 
standard deviation level of the CDC is relatively low as compared to the SPC. Goal 4.1. 
has the highest standard deviation (0.225). Goals under Objective 1 also have relatively 
high standard deviations as compared to goals under other objectives. This means that 
there is not a strong consensus amongst the committee members about the importance 
that should be given to the goals under Objective 1. Overall, there is a good consensus on 
the priority level of Goal 3.2, which has the lowest standard deviation (0.079).  
To compare the goals to each other across objectives, the composite weights were 
obtained by the method explained in section 3.3.1.1. The rankings and the associated 
weights are shown in Figure 3.25. Goal 3.4, “Increase scholarly performance, 
productivity and national reputation,” gained the highest weight of approximately 13%. 
After Goal 3.4, there is a gradual decrease in the weights of goals until Goal 2.3, which 
the rest of the goals have weights close to each other. Hence, it can be assumed that all 













The CRs were also calculated for the members of the CDC. These CRs are shown 





Figure 3.26. Consistency ratios- CDC 
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Eight out of the sixty matrices have high inconsistency, while seven of the ratios 
may be acceptable. Considering the high CRs, it may be presumptuous to accept the 
weights and the rankings as an exact and accurate reflection of CDC’s perceived views. 
Therefore, the second round rankings become more critical because their CRs are within 
limits.  
3.3.2 Round 2 Calculations.  This section describes the calculations performed to 
obtain the relative rankings from the second round of survey. The survey was distributed 
to the Committee of Department Chairs (CDC) and the Strategic Planning Committee 
(SPC). The list was updated to incorporate the change in voting members as suggested by 
the campus administration. The CDC had 23 members, out of which 13 responded, while 
the SPC now had 18 voting members, out of which 14 responded. 
The priority vectors obtained from the input of individuals’ rankings were then 
aggregated using the AIP method to obtain the group rankings. The individual priority 
vectors and the aggregated priority vectors are shown in the calculation sheets that can be 
found in the Appendix D. From the group priority vector, the rankings and the 
corresponding weights were obtained by using the eigen vector method used before for 
prioritizing the objectives and goals. 
Strategic Planning Committee: The local priorities were gathered to compare 
the objectives under the vision and the goals within their respective objectives. The 









The standard deviation was calculated for all elements to examine the variations 
in the responses given by members. Figure 3.28 shows the weights given to the objectives 
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by members of the Strategic Planning Committee. The standard deviation for objectives 















































The maximum standard deviation is (0.223) for Objective 1. This means that the 
difference of opinion among the committee members is the highest for Objective 1. But 
looking at standard deviations of other objectives, they are almost at par, which signifies 
that there is no strong consensual agreement among the committee members about the 
weight of a particular objective. Figures 3.30, 3.31, 3.32., and 3.33 show the weights 
given by members of the Strategic Planning Committee to the goals under Objectives 1, 





























































































































































From the weights and the standard deviation figures it can be seen that Goal 1.1. 
had the highest standard deviation (0.250). Except Goal 1.1 and Goal 1.2, the level of 
agreement for the weights of other goals seems to be of a similar level in the range of 
0.125 and 0.175. Goal 4.3 had the lowest standard deviation (0.085), indicating that the 
members were tending towards consensus for the relative weight given to this particular 
goal.  
To compare goals across objectives the composite weights were obtained by the 
method explained in Section 3.3.1.1. The rankings and the associated weights are shown 
in Figure 3.35. Goal 3.1, “Expand and increase the resources, facilities, and personnel 
focuses on the research mission of university by FY 2011,” gained the highest weight 
approximately 14%. Overall, the goals have been segregated in a manner such that the 
relative weights of the goals in groups are close to each other. Any slight variation in the 
weights given by members, or inclusion of data from few additional members may cause 
a change in the weights and the rankings, but the overall group prioritization would most 













The consistency ratios were calculated for the second round as well. During the 
interview process, when the rankings were accepted from the committee members it was 
made sure that the CRs were within the allowable limit. The consistency ratios as per the 
different matrices are shown in Figure 3.36. It can be seen that except for a few, all the 
matrices are well within the allowable limit of 10%. And the ones which are higher are 













Committee of Department Chairs: Local priorities were calculated for the 
Committee of Department Chairs via the same procedures used for the Strategic Planning 
Committee. The ranking of the objectives and their respective goals along with the 










The standard deviation was calculated for all elements to examine the variations 
in members’ responses. Figure 3.38 shows the weights given by members of the 
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The maximum standard deviation is (0.195) for Objective 4. This means that the 
difference of opinion among the committee members is the highest for Objective 4. But 
looking at standard deviations of other objectives, they are almost at par, which signifies 
that there is no strong consensual agreement among the committee members about the 
weight of a particular objective. Figures 3.40, 3.41, 3.42, and 3.43 show the weights 
given by members of the Committee of Department Chairs to the goals under each 
























































































































































From the weights and the standard deviation figures it can be seen that the Goal 
1.1 had the highest standard deviation (0.234). The standard deviation values are 
relatively high for a few other goals as well, i.e., Goal 4.1 (0.216), Goal 1.2 (0.202), and 
Goal 4.2 (0.182). Overall, the standard deviation values are on the higher side for goals 
under Objective1. This means that there is not a strong consensus among the committee 
members about the weight that should be given to the goals under Objective 1. In 
comparison to the general disagreement over the weights of the goals mentioned above, 
Goals 2.5, 3.2, and 3.3 have lower values of standard deviation around “0.062”, 
indicating that there is relatively better consensus on the weights if these goals.  
To compare the goals to each other across objectives, the composite weights were 
obtained by the method explained in Section 3.3.1.1. The rankings and the associated 
weights are shown in Figure 3.45. Goal 3.4, “Increase scholarly performance, 
productivity and national reputation,” gained the highest weight of approximately 15%. 
Overall, the goals have been segregated in a manner such that the relative weights of the 
goals in groups are close to each other. Any slight variation in the weights given by 
members, or inclusion of data from few additional members may cause a change in the 
weights and the rankings, but the overall group would most likely remain the same. Goal 








The CRs were also calculated for the members of the CDC. These CRs are shown 









The consistency ratios were calculated for the CDC as well. The consistency 
ratios as per the different matrices are shown in Figure 3.46. It can be seen that except a 
few, all the matrices are well within the allowable limit of 10%. And the ones which are 
higher are just barely over the limit of 10%. 
3.4. OBSERVATIONS FROM THE CASE STUDY  
The campus administration was interested in the views of each of the two 
committees in order to get their respective perspective on the preference that should be 
given to the objectives and goals. The following section will compare the rankings and 
the weights given by the two committees. 
3.4.1. Objectives.  Both the committees had similar views about the preference 
that should be given to objectives for realizing the vision. The ranking order of the 
objectives was same for both the committees. Even the weights obtained by the 
objectives are comparable to each other. Objective 3 “Expand and elevate research 
performance and reputation” secured the highest rank with a weight of 33% of the total. 
3.4.2. Goals under objective 1.  Both the committees had similar views about the 
preference that should be given to goals for realizing objective 1. Goal 1.2 “Expand and 
increase the quality of the resources and facilities focused on teaching, learning and the 
student experience” was considered most important by both the committees.  
3.4.3. Goals under objective 2.  There was variation in the rankings given by the 
committees. The CDC ranked Goal 2.2 “Improve campus diversity by increasing 
tenure/tenure-track female faculty members to 54 or more and traditionally 
underrepresented tenure/tenure/track minority faculty members to 19 or more by 2011”, 
as the highest goal, while the SPC ranked Goal 2.3 “Become recognized as the employer 
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of choice for faculty and staff by 2011 by creating a campus community that 
acknowledges, rewards, and celebrates excellence” as the highest goal. There is a big gap 
between the views about Goal 2.2 between the two committees. The SPC ranked it fourth 
with a weight of just 14%, while CDC ranked it the highest with a weight almost double 
of that given by SPC.  
3.4.4. Goals under objective 3.  The top most goal was different for the two 
committees. The SPC ranked Goal 3.1 as the highest, indicating that increasing resources, 
facilities, and personnel focused on research would have the greatest impact on the 
objective of expanding research performance and reputation. The CDC ranked Goal 3.4 
as the highest, indicating that increasing scholarly performance, productivity and national 
reputation would have the greatest impact on the objective. 
3.4.5. Goals under objective 4.  Both the committees had similar views about the 
preference that should be given to goals for realizing the objective of securing resources 
from external constituencies. The ranking order of the goals was same for both the 
committees. Goal 4.1 “Complete a $200 million fundraising campaign by 2011” secured 
the highest rank for each of the committees. 
3.4.6. Goals across objectives.  The weights of the objective and the relative 
weights of goals within their respective objectives had an effect on the overall ranking of 
the goals at a global level. Goal 3.1 “Expand and increase the resources, facilities, and 
personnel focused on the research mission of the University by FY 2011” was ranked 
high by both the groups. However Goal 3.4 “Increase scholarly performance, productivity 
and national reputation” was ranked highest by CDC but not even in the top group for 
SPC. Similarly, Goal 2.4 “Anticipate, add, and expand degree and certificate programs 
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that increase market share in areas consistent with a top technological research university 
of the 21st century”, was ranked high by SPC but not considered so important by CDC 
and Goal 2.2 “Improve campus diversity by increasing tenure/tenure-track female faculty 
members to 54 or more and traditionally underrepresented tenure/tenure-track minority 
faculty members to 19 or more by 2011”, was ranked high by CDC but not considered so 
important by SPC.  
3.4.7. Transition from Round 1 to Round 2.  Round 1 had high inconsistency. 
This meant that there was a possibility that the rankings calculated and the weights 
associated with them were not exactly accurate. For Round 2 data collection it was made 
sure that all the input matrices had the inconsistency within the acceptable inconsistency 
limit. It can be observed that the local rankings for the Strategic Planning Committee 
remained almost the same for Round 1 and Round 2. However the subtle difference in the 
weights obtained by the goals did affect the global rankings and the associated weights. 
For example, Goal 4.1 was ranked 5th in Round 1 with a weight of approximately 7%, 
while it was ranked 2nd with a weight of approximately 11% in Round 2. This difference 
of 3% is a relatively a large increase in a scenario where the total 100% is distributed 
between 15 goals.  
 Similarly for the Committee of Department Chairs’ global rankings, Goal 3.3 was 
ranked 2nd in Round 1 with a weight of approximately 11%, while for Round 2 it was 
ranked 7th with a weight of approximately 6%.   
Overall it can be seen that both the groups had relatively similar views when 
ranking goals within their respective objectives. However the weights obtained by the 
goals within these groups did affect their global rankings. Except for Goal 3.1 and Goal 
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4.1, there was variation in the perceived impact of the goals at a global level. Looking at 
the global rankings, it can be stated with caution that the SPC gave the highest 
importance to goals from different backgrounds which covered monetary resources, 
personnel and facilities, while CDC gave the highest importance to scholarly 
performance, faculty and facilities. 
3.5. DISCUSSIONS WITHIN COMMITTEES 
The underlying intent of this research exercise was to stimulate a comprehensive 
discussion among the committee members and facilitate exchange of ideas to understand 
UMR’s Strategic Plan more clearly. Following the presentation of their results to each 
committee, certain points were raised by the committee members. Some points from this 
discussion have been listed below: 
General concerns:  
– The SPC was the starting point for the strategic planning initiative. It was critical 
that ALL the members of the SPC understood the Strategic Plan’s objectives and 
goals clearly, so that they could then convey them to the other constituencies of 
the campus. 
– There was a need to explore the connections between the goals and objectives in-
depth. It was suggested that the model used for the research exercise needed to 
incorporate these connections. 
General agreement: 




– All the goals were important. For the goals that were ranked the lowest, it did not 
mean that they were to be neglected. The rankings just convey the preference that 
would be given to the goals. 
– The objectives and goals can be compared to a diet plan. A diet needs to have all 
ingredients, viz., carbohydrates, proteins, and fats. The proportion of these 
ingredients may vary. Similarly, all the objectives and goals were important to 
achieve vision. However the percentage of resources allotted to each would vary. 
Points raised for Objective 1: 
The goals under objective 1 were not capturing the intent of objective 1. The 
goals were written more from an administrative point of view. It was necessary to include 
other aspects which students associated with more personally. e.g., students thought there 
were not enough activities on the campus, with internships and co-ops being less than 
other comparable institutions. 
Points raised for Objective 2: 
Goal 2.5 was ranked the lowest. It was suggested that maintaining affordability 
was one of the most important factor for meeting the objective of increasing enrollment. 
Points raised for Objective 3: 
There was a need to understand the time (ratio) that a faculty spent on teaching 
and on research. 
Points raised for Objective 4: 
There was a need for funding to achieve any of the goals. So it was one of the 
most important goals to realize the UMR vision. 
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3.6. CONCLUSIONS FROM THE CASE STUDY 
To gauge the response of the committee members on the useful of this research 
exercise and the methodology used, a feedback form was distributed. A copy of the 
feedback form is included in the Appendix E. The questions asked in this feedback form 
were: 
“ 
Question 1: Surveys you participated in: 
Question 2: Do you find the exercise useful for the committee’s prioritization of the 
goals? 
Question 3: Do you think the methodology is useful for stimulating a discussion on 
UMR’s strategic plan? 
Question 4: Any special comments about the exercise? 
” 
From the SPC, 14 out of 18 members gave their feedback. It can be seen that 
majority of the members who voted believed that the exercise was useful for the 
committee’s prioritization of the goals. They believed that the methodology was useful 
for stimulating a discussion on UMR’s strategic plan. From the CDC, 15 out of 23 






Table 3.3. Feedback on the research exercise - SPC 
  Question 1 Question 2  Question 3 
  Survey 1 Survey 2 Yes No Abstain Yes No Abstain
No of members 
(SPC) 12 12 12 1 1 14 0 0 
No of members 
(CDC) 11 11 13 1 1 13 1 1 
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Some comments which were given as a feedback are shown below: 
 
“Good methodology to sort out a complex and integrated set of objectives” 
“The value of this methodology is in its ability to stimulate discussion” 
“Should be used as advice, and not absolute recommendation” 
“The two rounds of discussions were somewhat painful, but very productive for the 
committee to analyze out priorities” 
 
From the responses of members from both the committees, it can be seen that the 
purpose of the research exercise was achieved. The objectives and goals of UMR’s 
strategic plan were prioritized using a simple analytical tool. A systematic method which 
used pairwise comparison was useful for converting a qualitative problem into a 
quantitative problem. This conversion to quantitative analysis was useful to obtain 
relative weights for the objectives and goals. The weights and rankings were then used as 
reference point during the committee discussions, where members exchanged views, 
raised concerns about the preference being given to certain goals by the committee. This 
healthy discussion thus served as an introspective tool for both the committees for 
understanding the Strategic Plan more clearly. 
3.7. LIMITATIONS OF THE CASE STUDY 
3.7.1. Inter-relation between objectives and goals.  It was discussed during the 
committee meetings that in certain cases the goals were related to each other. They were 
not completely independent as assumed. The success of one goal was dependant on 
another. So for the problem at hand, rather than being a linear top-to-bottom hierarchy, it 
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For such problems with dependencies and feedback, Saaty (1996) had developed 
the Analytical Network Process (ANP). However for the task at hand, the AHP was more 
suitable due to its simplicity. The main purpose of the research exercise was to 
demonstrate the use of a simplistic decision making tool which incorporates group 
decision making. The underlying intent was to encourage the committee to discuss the 
relative importance of the objectives and goals.  
As a future work for the case at hand, the use of ANP structure needs to be 
explored more. If the true representation of the problem at hand is needed, a simple 
multilevel hierarchy structure would not suffice. The structure would take into 
consideration the influence of one objective/goal over other. The dominance of influence 
among the committee members with respect to the criteria would also be taken into 
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consideration. However, this would require much deeper understanding of the process by 
the committee members.  
The procedure to be followed would be similar to AHP. However, instead of 
pairwise comparisons being done for elements just within a group, the impact of elements 
across groups would also be taken into consideration, through the use of a matrix called 
supermatrix. The weights obtained from this supermatrix would then be used for 
performing calculations similar to the ones used during the AHP process. 
3.7.2. Common members.  There were a few members that were a part of the 
Strategic Planning Committee as well the Committee of Department Chairs. This could 
have resulted in inputs which may not have reflected the independent opinions from the 
perspectives of the two committees. In a small group, an input from a singe member has 
the capability of making a relatively significant impact on the overall rankings. This 
would limit the independence of the two committees.  
3.7.3. Cost-benefit analysis.  This case study dealt with understanding the impact 
the objectives and goals would have in affecting the vision. Essentially the benefit levels 
of the objectives and goals were prioritized. Channeling the energy towards the highest 
rated objective or goal may not be always be the best course of action. Each objective and 
goal would have some costs associated with it. The highest rated objective or goal may be 
the one consuming maximum resources. Hence, a benefit to cost analysis needs to be 
performed to determine which objectives and goals would be most beneficial to realize 
the vision most effectively. The questionnaire requested the members to rank the 
objectives and goals based on the impact that they would have on the vision. It was 
observed during the discussions, that the majority of the members had given the rankings 
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based on an ideal situation where there would be no shortage of resources. But some 
members did take into consideration the resources that would be needed for a particular 
objective and goal. These two different perceived meanings would have affected the 
ranks obtained. It would be beneficial in future if the scenario is mentioned explicitly in 
advance before the rankings are obtained. 
For performing the cost analysis, a similar process using AHP could be 
undertaken to understand the cost aspect of the objectives and goals. The same 
hierarchical structure can be used for making the pairwise comparisons. However, if the 
data (quantitative) is available directly, the judgments would not be necessary. The 
quantitative data can be used as an input to the hierarchical structure. The benefit to cost 
ratios could then be calculated to determine which objectives or goals would be most 
cost-effective in realizing the vision. 
3.7.4. Judgment Procedure.  It is critical for AHP that all the decision makers 
understand clearly, the procedure for ranking as well as the scale to be used. However it 
was found during Round 1, that members were finding the instructions confusing. So for 
the second round, intervention was required, and in-person interviews were conducted. 
This may have affected the manner in which ranks were given. Individual judgments 




4.1. ADVANTAGES OF USING AHP 
An important benefit of conducting the AHP exercise is that the individuals 
involved are required to clearly think through the strength of the relationships between 
the vision, objectives and goals.  The structuring helps decision makers think through 
problems in a systematic and thorough manner. It leads to a process that is less biased 
and less political and can be more consistent over the longer run. It demonstrates the use 
of AHP in converting a qualitative problem into a quantitative problem, which makes it 
easier to analyze. In the case at hand, the process encouraged discussion among the 
committee members, which is essential in settings where the decisions are influenced by 
group perceptions. It was a helpful tool to illustrate members’ opinions to the campus 
administration.   
If the campus administration believes that the committee members have different 
importance levels within the group, weights can be assigned to the members to capture 
this effect. If these results obtained from AHP vary from the campus administration’s 
perspective, the issues can be discussed for further clarification.  This would assist in 
resolving the ambiguity in understanding the goals and objectives, so that the members 
could then work in the same direction, thus achieving strategic focus. 
AHP thus serves as a useful tool for assisting strategic planning in the university 
setting. The weights and ranks obtained may not be always accepted at face value, but 
they serve as a good reference point for initiating a discussion among the members 




However, this method also has drawbacks.  There is no unanimity about the best 
or correct method of aggregating the responses.  The method still relies on subjective 
judgments for the analysis.  The weights that are assigned to the decision makers can be 
tilted in favor such that the result will reflect the opinion of a select few people.  
Maintaining consistency is also a very critical factor for the members’ views to be 
accurately reflected in the results. Within a small group, an inconsistent input from a 
single member can immediately have an effect on the overall rankings. 
In cases where there is interdependency, AHP is not entirely an accurate 
reflection of the system. AHP assumes that the problem can be broken down into a top-
down hierarchical format. In case of interdependencies, it becomes necessary to use 
ANP, which can take into account the interrelationship of the elements as well the 
dominance of decision makers on certain criterions. 
4.3. FUTURE WORK  
As discussed earlier, the case study was just one example of the use of AHP in a 
university setting. The use of AHP for other scenarios within a university setting needs to 
be explored more. As a complementary exercise to the case study, it can be used to 
compare different action plans under consideration for achieving a certain goal. AHP can 
also be used at a department level setting to help the strategic planning process.  
AHP assumes that the criterions under consideration are not interdependent. So 
this may not be an accurate representation of the problem at hand. This creates a need and 
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